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Abstract

Several different techniques and softwares intend to improve the accuracy of results
computed in a fixed finite precision [2]. Here we focus on a method to improve the
accuracy of the product of floating point numbers. We show that the computed result
is as accurate as if computed in twice the working precision. The algorithm (called
CompProd) is simple since it only requires addition, subtraction and multiplication of
floating point numbers in the same working precision as the given data.

More precisely, we assume to work with a floating point arithmetic adhering to IEEE
754 floating point standard. The set of floating point numbers is denoted by F, the
relative rounding error by eps. Let ai ∈ F, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be some floating point numbers,
and set p =

∏n
i=1 ai. If res is the result of our new algorithm CompProd, then

|res− p|
|p|

≤ eps + αn2eps2,

where α is a moderate constant. We also give a validated computable error bound for
our new algorithm. Additionally, using results from [3], we give sufficient conditions
on the number of floating point numbers so as to get a faithfully rounded result (that
is to say one of the two adjacent floating point numbers of the exact result). For
example, in IEEE 754 double precision arithmetic (eps = 2−53), we proved that if
n ≤ 225 then the result of CompProd is a faithful rounding of p. We also provide an a
posteriori bound that makes it possible to check whether the result of our algorithm
is faithfully rounded.

Such an algorithm can be useful for example to compute the determinant of a tri-
angular matrix and to evaluate a polynomial when represented by the root product
form. It can also be applied to compute the power of a floating point number [1].
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